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To: Jessica Brown <jessica.brown@lacity.org>

Dear Jessica,

The Trump administration wants to gut the auto fuel standards that will save
consumers money AND dramatically reduce the amount of heat-trapping
emissions cars release every year.¹

With your help and support, UCS fought hard to get these standards–the
country's biggest commitment to reducing carbon emissions. We're rallying our
activists to push back and preserve them, but we can't keep taking on attack
after attack without the ongoing support of our members.

That's why our National Advisory Board has offered to DOUBLE gifts
from our supporters, but that offer expires tomorrow. Join UCS in
the fight for science with a matched gift.

Matching Gift Status Update

Match offer: $500,000

Already matched: $415,000 | 5,878 gifts

Match remaining: $85,000 | 1,204 gifts

Deadline to match gifts: Tue., July 31, 11:59pm
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UCS Member Name: Jessica Brown

UCS Member ID: 100123181

UCS Member Status: TIME TO RENEW >>

Matched gift received? Not according to our records*

Match-eligible gift: ANY AMOUNT >>

Time until next match offer: UNKNOWN

MATCH MY GIFT

Your support DOES make a difference. Recently UCS mobilized tens of
thousands of supporters, who contacted EPA Acting Administrator Andrew
Wheeler asking him to enforce a rule limiting production of super-polluting
"glider trucks"–a rule that his predecessor Scott Pruitt had decided to ignore.

Just days ago Acting Administrator Wheeler reversed course and
announced he isn't following through with the enforcement ban. This
is a BIG win–and an indication that when UCS fights back we make a
difference. But we need you to join that fight.

Join the 5,878 other UCS members who've already taken advantage
of this rare opportunity to DOUBLE their impact in the fight for
science.

UCS takes no funding from government or corporations, Jessica.
That keeps us independent, but it also means our strength is based on the gifts
we receive from our members.

Without you, we wouldn't have made so much progress on clean energy,
environmental protections, transparency in government and its use of science,
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and so much more. And without you, we can't protect those wins that are now
under daily threat by the Trump administration.

So, please, if you haven't already, take advantage of this special
matching gift opportunity, and DOUBLE your impact today.

Sincerely,

John Mace
Membership Director
Union of Concerned Scientists

1.https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/27/climate/trump-auto-pollution-rollback.html

Science for a healthy planet and safer world
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